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Statistically bias-corrected and downscaled climate
models underestimate the adverse effects of
extreme heat on U.S. maize yields
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Robert E. Nicholas 4

Efforts to understand and quantify how a changing climate can impact agriculture often rely

on bias-corrected and downscaled climate information, making it important to quantify

potential biases of this approach. Here, we use a multi-model ensemble of statistically bias-

corrected and downscaled climate models, as well as the corresponding parent models from

the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5), to drive a statistical panel

model of U.S. maize yields that incorporates season-wide measures of temperature and

precipitation. We analyze uncertainty in annual yield hindcasts, finding that the CMIP5

models considerably overestimate historical yield variability while the bias-corrected and

downscaled versions underestimate the largest weather-induced yield declines. We also find

large differences in projected yields and other decision-relevant metrics throughout this

century, leaving stakeholders with modeling choices that require navigating trade-offs in

resolution, historical accuracy, and projection confidence.
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Understanding and managing climate risk hinges on a
quantitative description of the human and Earth system
dynamics as well as their associated uncertainties1.

The fidelity and utility of such analyses depend on using appro-
priate underlying climate information. While global climate
models (GCMs) can provide useful insights at the global scale,
they can face severe problems at regional to local scales. There
are two main reasons for this. For one, the native resolution
of GCMs is too coarse to be used in fine-scale analysis2. In
addition, GCMs exhibit systematic biases relative to observations
that require projections to be appropriately corrected and
interpreted3.

As a result, bias-corrected and downscaled climate products are
widely employed for a broad range of end-use applications,
including diagnosing the impacts of climate change on the
economy4, energy demand5, and human populations6; accounting
for climate change in regional infrastructure planning7, 8; and
devising climate change adaptation strategies from the national
level9 to the city and urban areas10.

Although generally regarded as adding value to the raw GCM
outputs11, bias-corrected and downscaled climate products still
contain considerable uncertainties. Examples include the validity
of the stationarity assumption underpinning many bias-
correction and downscaling methods12, 13, the physical plausi-
bility of results if methods are applied without expert
knowledge14, the resulting representation of atmospheric or
hydrologic variability15, 16, and the applicability of methods in a
changing climate17, 18. It is important to understand how these
uncertainties might propagate through impact models and
influence estimates of socioeconomic outcomes. Many previous
studies in the climate and hydrology literatures focus on devel-
oping new bias-correction and downscaling techniques19–21 or
evaluating the efficacy of existing ones22–24. However, fewer
perform an end-to-end analysis that incorporates sector-specific
models of climate impacts.

Here, we focus on agriculture. The agricultural sector has
already been negatively impacted by climate change25, and broad
challenges are expected to continue throughout this century26.
From national policy to local farmer-level decision-making, reli-
able climate projections are crucial to identifying the risks that
climate change poses to agriculture and developing subsequent
adaptive measures.

Specifically, we analyze how uncertainties from one statistical
bias-correction and downscaling technique propagate into
simulated agricultural yields. We focus on county-level rainfed
maize yields in the U.S. and employ a well-established statistical
panel model27. In keeping with a substantial literature27–30, we
account for the influence of temperature on yields via growing
degree days (GDDs), which are beneficial for yields, and extreme
degree days (EDDs), which are indicative of heat stress and
severely reduce yields. Further relying on previous works31, we
also include a quadratic in season-total precipitation. This model
can reproduce yield records from the United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) with good accuracy (see the “Methods”
section). We then drive the yield model with a multi-model
ensemble of bias-corrected and downscaled climate models from
the NASA Earth Exchange Global Daily Downscaled Projections
(NEX-GDDP) dataset32, as well as with the corresponding parent
GCMs from CMIP533. By comparing yield hindcasts over the
historical period (1956–2005) to yields simulated by an obser-
vational dataset, we quantify uncertainty due to bias-correction
and downscaling as it pertains to crop yield outcomes. Using a
high-emissions scenario, we then project yields using both
ensembles throughout the remainder of this century and discuss
notable differences and their implications.

Our analysis highlights the importance of uncertainty propa-
gation from global models through bias-correction and down-
scaling to its effect on simulated yield variability and other
decision-relevant metrics. We corroborate the findings of pre-
vious works that highlight the usefulness of bias-correction for
crop modeling34–38. However, these studies focus primarily on
process-based agricultural models and, if included, dynamic
downscaling techniques. To our knowledge, ours is one of the
first studies to investigate the effects of bias-correction and (sta-
tistical) downscaling on agricultural yields simulated by a statis-
tical panel model.

Results
Hindcast evaluation of the national yield distribution. There
are considerable differences in the yield outcomes simulated by
each of the CMIP5 models, but most overestimate the variability
of historical yields. Conversely, although the bias-corrected and
downscaled models more closely match observations, they

Fig. 1 National-level evaluation of NEX-GDDP and CMIP5 maize yield hindcasts. Panel a shows historical (1956–2005) national-level log-yield
distributions from each CMIP5 model (orange), NEX-GDDP model (purple), and the observational data (black). Panel b shows percentage differences
between each individual NEX-GDDP model and the observational data, for our chosen summary statistics: the mean, standard deviation (SD), 10th
percentile (q10), and minimum (Min.). The boxes extend to the 25th and 75th percentile models, and the whiskers extend the full range of models. Panel
c shows the equivalent to b but for the CMIP5 models.
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overestimate average yields and tend to underestimate yield
variability as well as the severity of the largest historically
observed yield declines. Figure 1a shows the simulated national-
level probability distribution of log yields for each model,
including both the original GCMs and the downscaled and bias-
corrected versions. The national-level distribution is constructed
by aggregating county-level yields using yearly production
weights. In Fig. 1 and throughout this work, we remove the state-
specific time trends and county-level fixed effects so that our
analysis only considers the component of yields resulting from
climate or weather (see the “Methods” section). Additionally, in
order to facilitate a clearer diagnosis of the associated uncer-
tainties, we compare model-simulated yields against yields
simulated by an observational dataset rather than actual USDA
records and choose the same observational dataset that was used
to bias-correct and downscale the original models. From each
model’s probability distribution in Fig. 1a, we compute four-
summary statistics—the mean, standard deviation, 10th percen-
tile, and minimum—and compare them with the
corresponding observed values, shown via percentage differences
in Fig. 1b and c.

Figure 1 highlights two important points, one relating to each
ensemble. First, the vastly different outcomes simulated by the
CMIP5 models suggest that some form of bias-correction is
required before the corresponding yield projections can be used
in decision-making contexts. For each summary statistic, the
range of the CMIP5 models comfortably encompasses
the historical value, and many models over- or under-estimate
summary statistics by more than 100%. If the range of future
projected yields is similarly broad, decision-makers in the
agricultural sector, including farmers, insurance companies, or
public sector agencies, may conclude that the CMIP5 models are
under-confident and do not provide sufficiently precise informa-
tion upon which to act. Figure 1 also demonstrates, as expected,
that the NEX-GDDP models generally align much more closely
with observations. However, the observed mean and minimum of
historical yields lie outside of the NEX-GDDP ensemble range,
indicating that in contrast to the CMIP5 models, NEX-GDDP
may be over-confident with respect to certain aspects of the yield
distribution. Of particular importance to decision-makers here is
the lowest observed yield (“Min.” in Fig. 1), which represents the
most extreme weather-induced yield drop throughout the
historical period. Figure 1b shows that the downscaled and
bias-corrected models underestimate this magnitude by between
63% and 233%, with the median model underestimating by 162%.
Interestingly, the NEX-GDDP models give a much better
representation of the 10th percentile, highlighting the importance
of how extremes are defined. Based on a simple empirical
analysis, the 10th percentile corresponds to approximately the 1-
in-10-year event, while the lowest observed yield corresponds to
approximately the 1-in-50-year event (from a 50-year sample).
From a risk management perspective, it is important to properly
characterize the distribution tails and thus the magnitude of these
events39; but exactly how reliable the models need to be at
different thresholds ultimately depends on the decision context of
the end-use application.

Hindcast evaluation at the county level. To what extent are the
national-level results replicated across individual U.S. counties?
We find that for many counties, particularly in and around the
Corn Belt region encompassing historically high-yield counties
(Fig. S1), conclusions from the national level hold. Figure 2 shows
a map of numeric and percentage differences of the median-
performing NEX-GDDP model relative to observations. The
median-performing model is selected for each summary statistic

after taking an unweighted average over all counties in our
sample. It gives an intuitive picture of how the overall ensemble
performs in the sense that as many other models perform better
than it as do worse, for each summary statistic. An extended
analysis that evaluates all models simultaneously can be found in
the Supplementary Information (Fig. S2). Figure 2a shows that
the median-performing NEX-GDDP model overestimates the
mean historical yield for almost all counties in the U.S. The other
summary statistics show a more latitudinal gradient, with the
median-performing model underestimating the length of the tails
(Fig. 2b and c) and the magnitude of bulk variability (Fig. 2d) of
more northern counties but matching or overestimating the
observed values for warmer southern counties. For many counties
in Illinois and Iowa, which are among the highest-production
counties in the U.S. (Fig. S1), the median NEX-GDDP model
underestimates the standard deviation by up to 50% and con-
siderably underestimates the severity of the largest yield drop,
which explains much of the findings of Fig. 1. Although we have
only shown one model for each summary statistic here, the other
NEX-GDDP models exhibit very similar behavior (Fig. S2).

The equivalent plots for the CMIP5 ensemble, shown in
Figs. S3 and S4, again reveal a wide range of simulated yield
outcomes, but most of the parent models overestimate historical
yield variability and the associated tail statistics across most
maize-growing counties in the U.S. Thus, we again conclude that
while bias-correction and downscaling improve the representa-
tion of historical yields, it also potentially produces an overly
narrow distribution and leads to an underestimation of aspects of
the tails. Further, we find that this holds across many high-yield
counties in the U.S., which is why this bias persists at the
national level.

Hindcast evaluation of climate variables. What is the source of
these biases in the NEX-GDDP yield hindcasts? Recall that for
yield observations, we use the results of driving the statistical yield
model with the same observational product that is used in the
bias-correction and downscaling. The yield model itself can hence
be eliminated as a source of uncertainty. Instead, this bias is
driven by the representation of each of the underlying climate
variables in the model. Specifically, we find that the NEX-GDDP
ensemble struggles to reproduce the observed distribution of
EDDs. It performs better with the more moderate GDDs and with
season-total precipitation.

Figure 3 shows a map of percentage differences of the median-
performing NEX-GDDP model relative to observations, for each
climate variable in the yield model and for each of our selected
summary statistics. As demonstrated by Fig. 3a–d, the median
NEX-GDDP model captures the observed GDD distribution quite
well over the entire eastern half of the U.S., with only some biases
in the standard deviation. In contrast, the models struggle to
adequately represent EDDs (Fig. 3e–h), with considerable biases
across all summary statistics that follow the latitudinal gradient
displayed in Fig. 1. Recall that EDDs negatively impact yields, so
that an underestimate of the historical mean (as in Fig. 3e) leads
to an overestimate of average yields (as in Fig. 2a). This is also
why we test the upper tails of the EDD distribution (the 90th
percentile in Fig. 2f and maximum in Fig. 2g), since it
corresponds to lower yields. For season-total precipitation
(Fig. 3i–l), there is less evidence of a clear bias that would affect
maize yields—the models tend to underestimate the amount of
precipitation in the historically driest year (Fig. 3k) and tend to
overestimate historical inter-annual variability (Fig. 3l). As we did
for the yield evaluation, we also include here an extended
analysis in the Supplementary Information that evaluates all
models simultaneously, showing that our conclusions for the
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median-performing model hold across the ensemble (Figs. S5–S7).
Thus, we argue that the primary driver of bias in the NEX-GDDP
maize yield hindcasts is the underlying poor representation of
EDDs, particularly throughout the high-production Corn Belt
region.

As might be expected, the CMIP5 models give a somewhat
more mixed picture. For EDDs, we find that the models tend to
overestimate historical variability and the tail statistics (Figs. S8
and S10). Many of the CMIP5 models exhibit a good
representation of GDDs, other than for the standard deviation
(Fig. S9). Similarly, the CMIP5 models capture season-total
precipitation quite well (Fig. S11). The fact that both ensembles
struggle the most with EDDs, defined as an integrated measure of
temperature above 29 °C, highlights the challenge of effectively
representing climatological extremes. One aspect of this challenge
revealed here is the difficulty in reproducing the observed spatial
patterns: both the CMIP5 and NEX-GDDP ensembles are better
able to reproduce the statistics of EDDs for hotter southern
counties but struggle for colder northern ones. However, while
the CMIP5 models tend to simulate northern counties that are
too hot (measured by the historical average or upper tail) and
with too high inter-annual variability (measured by the standard
deviation), these shortcomings are over-corrected by the bias-
correction and downscaling of NEX-GDDP.

Additional checks. We argue that biases in the hindcast simu-
lations of U.S. maize yields result primarily from a poor under-
lying representation of EDDs. Here, we report on three additional
checks that further validate this hypothesis and elucidate the
origins of this bias. First, we perform two checks related to cor-
relational effects between the two temperature variables in the
yield model and the precipitation variable. In the observations,
season-total precipitation is negatively correlated with both
GDDs and EDDs with Spearman rank correlations of −0.11
(P= 0.43) and −0.23 (P= 0.11), respectively. We find that the
models from both ensembles also exhibit negative correlations
but tend to overstate their magnitudes (Figs. S12 and S13). This
implies that in the models, hot years are relatively more likely to
be dry and thus yields more likely to be lower. Despite this effect,
the NEX-GDDP models still underestimate the severity of yield
losses, pointing to the biases in EDDs as a more important factor.
Indeed, we construct a yield model that only includes the
temperature-derived variables, then perform an identical evalua-
tion to that of Fig. 1, and find that the same biases persist and in
some cases are enhanced (Fig. S14).

Second, we construct six additional models that do not use
degree day variables, but growing season averages of daily
maximum, minimum, and mean temperature, and with/without
including precipitation (see Supplementary Methods Eqs. (1)–(8)
for a detailed list of these models). Corroborating the findings of
several previous works, we find that the temperature models all give
a worse fit to the USDA data compared to the degree-day models
(Table S1). However, the temperature models are generally better
able to replicate the corresponding observationally simulated mean,
minimum, and 10th percentile (Fig. S15). There is no meaningful
improvement in replicating inter-annual variability measured by the
standard deviation (Fig. S15). We also perform a two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for each model, with the null hypothesis
that the simulated and observed samples of national-level yields are
both drawn from the same reference distribution. For the degree-
day models, the null hypothesis is rejected (P < 0.01) for all climate
models from both ensembles (Fig. S16). In most cases, the null
hypothesis is not rejected (at a 1% significance threshold) when
using the temperature models coupled with NEX-GDDP. When the
temperature models are coupled to CMIP5, the null hypothesis is
rejected in many instances, highlighting again the importance of
some form of bias-correction before estimating yields, even when
using highly temporally aggregated temperature variables. This
check is consistent with the interpretation that the NEX-GDDP
biases found in our baseline degree-day model, particularly the
underestimation of the mean and the low yield tail, stem from the
degree day variables.

Finally, we highlight that biases in the representation of EDDs
ultimately result from biases in the underlying daily temperature
time series but are amplified by the integration process that is
used when transforming to EDDs. We can rule out that the biases
arise from the spatial aggregation in translating from the native
grid of the NEX-GDDP models to the county level since we find
that the biases persist at the model grid-scale (Fig. S17). We then
perform a more qualitative check based on a representative time
series of maximum and minimum temperature, and the
corresponding accumulation of EDDs, shown in Fig. 4. The time
series is taken from a single grid point lying within McLean
County, Illinois, which is the highest-producing county over our
historical sample. Figure 4a and b show two periods of
continually high temperatures, beginning in early July, that fall
outside of the NEX-GDDP ensemble range—particularly for the
maximum temperature time series (Fig. 4b). As can be seen in
Fig. 4c, the models’ underestimation of these extreme tempera-
tures is then integrated into an underestimation of EDDs, from

Fig. 2 County-level evaluation of NEX-GDDP maize yield hindcasts. County-level differences between the median-performing NEX-GDDP model and
observational data for selected summary statistics from the historical distribution of maize log-yields. For each summary statistic, the median-performing
model (reported at the bottom of each panel) is selected after taking an unweighted average over all counties east of the 100th meridian west and
comparing to the equivalent observational data. Numeric differences are reported in panels a–c because for some counties the observational value is very
close to zero, which artificially inflates the percentage difference. For the standard deviation (panel d), we report percentage differences.
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which the models never recover. The result is an overestimation
of yields for that year. It is likely that these temperature biases
stem from the bias-correction procedure; however, since the
NEX-GDDP dataset is only available after both bias-correction
and downscaling have been applied, this is difficult to test
rigorously in the current analysis. The equivalent time series plot
for the CMIP5 models (Fig. S18) shows that both minimum and
maximum temperature observations fall within the ensemble
range all throughout the season. Consequently, accumulated
EDDs also lie within the ensemble range, but this comes at the

expense of many CMIP5 models considerably overestimating
end-of-season EDDs—some by a factor of 3 or more (Fig. S18c).
Figure 4 (and Fig. S18) again demonstrate the difficulty in
adequately representing climatological extremes, particularly
when aiming to capture the downstream impacts on human or
natural systems that may exhibit threshold responses or other
nonlinear sensitivities.

Yield projections. Decision-makers care about the reliability of
future projections, for which adequate past performance is

Fig. 3 County-level evaluation of NEX-GDDP predictor variable hindcasts. County-level differences between the median-performing NEX-GDDP model
and observational data, for selected summary statistics of the historical distribution of each climate variable in the yield model: growing degree days (top
row) (a–d), extreme degree days (middle row) (e–h), and season-total precipitation (bottom row) (i–l). For each summary statistic and variable, the
median-performing model (reported at the bottom of each panel) is selected after taking an unweighted average over all counties east of the 100th
meridian west and comparing to the equivalent observational data. For extreme degree days, we report on the 90th percentile (f) and maximum (g) rather
than the 10th percentile and minimum since extreme degree days negatively impact yields.
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generally regarded as a necessary but insufficient condition40. A
reasonable hypothesis, based on the tendency of the NEX-GDDP
models to give overly narrow historical yield distributions, is that
the projections are similarly overconfident.

We find that there are considerable differences between the
yield projections of the NEX-GDDP and CMIP5 models.
Figure 5a shows the projected national-level distributions for
each model in both ensembles during 2030–2059. We use the

Fig. 4 Representative time series of historical temperature and extreme degree days. Daily time series of minimum temperature (a), maximum
temperature (b), and the corresponding accumulation of extreme degree days (c) for a single representative grid point (40.375°N, −88.875°E) in March
through August 1980. This grid point falls within McLean County, Illinois, which was the highest maize-producing county in the U.S. over 1956–2005. The
NEX-GDDP model hindcasts are shown in gray and the observations in red.

Fig. 5 Projected national-level yield distributions and associated return periods. Panel a shows RCP 8.5 projections of mid-century (2030–2059)
national-level log-yield distributions. The NEX-GDDP models are shown in purple and the CMIP5 models in orange; the historical observations are also
shown as the black boxplot, for reference. Panel b shows the corresponding 1, 5, 10, and 20-year return period values for each model. The historical values
are shown for comparison as black points. In the absence of future yearly county-level production shares, we aggregate to the national level by using the
mean 1980–2020 weights. The boxes extend to the 25th and 75th percentile models, and the whiskers extend the full range of models.
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relatively high-emissions representative concentration pathway
(RCP) 8.5 scenario41 to emphasize the differences between the
ensembles. One robust response is that all model projections
show an increase in yield variability and a shift to lower yields.
However, as with the historical hindcasts, the NEX-GDDP
models exhibit reduced variability relative to the original CMIP5
models. Although these projection differences alone do not
demonstrate conclusively that the bias-corrected and downscaled
models are overconfident, they do illustrate the importance of
end-users′ modeling choices, particularly in light of the results
discussed in previous sections.

To demonstrate how projection differences might affect
decision-making, we consider how the different distributions
affect estimates of yield return periods. Return periods give the
average time between (usually rare and damaging) events and are
used often as part of risk analysis42. In our case, we estimate the
average number of years between large national-level yield drops
driven by adverse weather or climate. Figure 5b shows that the
estimated return period magnitudes from the CMIP5 models are
systematically larger than from NEX-GDDP. For example,
consider the 20-year event: the median NEX-GDDP model
projects that weather and climate will contribute only 0.25 to the
overall (log-)yield, with an ensemble range of 0.1–0.4. The
median CMIP5 model projects −0.29 and the ensemble range is
−2.4 to 0.54. To give these estimates some context, the 20-year
event based on historical observations is 0.36. This presents a
challenge for decision-makers in deciding which product to rely
on, given that low-probability, tail events can have a dispropor-
tionately negative impact. It might pay to hold commodity stocks
under NEX-GDDP but not CMIP5. Alternatively, investing in
adaptation measures might pass a cost–benefit test under CMIP5,
but not NEX-GDDP.

If end-users believe that the NEX-GDDP and CMIP5 models
are over- and under-confident, respectively, they may wish to use
one of many methods aimed at constraining or otherwise
modifying ensemble projections. There is a growing literature
on model weighting or selection techniques that can account for
model dependence and historical performance such that
important ensemble metrics are optimized43. Such schemes could
be applied here but would bring additional assumptions,
modeling choices, and potential pitfalls43.

Discussion
Our main results broadly agree with the existing literature. Pre-
vious studies focusing on North America find that observational
measures of interannual temperature variability fall within the
CMIP5 ensemble range44 and that the CMIP5 models simulate a
wide range of historical and future meteorological extremes45–48.
To our knowledge, there has not been a comprehensive evalua-
tion of the NEX-GDDP models over North America. However,
analyses of NEX-GDDP over other regions49, 50 and analyses of
very similar downscaling and bias-correction procedures51–53

demonstrate the much-improved representation of temperature
and precipitation. This includes, in many instances, the repre-
sentation of extremes as often defined by a standard set of
indices54. Where our analysis differs and expands on this litera-
ture is by using an evaluation framework that is specific to a given
outcome of interest—in this case, U.S. maize yields and their
negative response to temperatures above 29 °C. Our results show
that such a framing can lead to a different interpretation
regarding the performance of downscaling and bias-correction,
particularly for extremes.

Our study also has important caveats that point to future
research needs. First, we consider projections based on a relatively
simple statistical downscaling and bias-correction method. The

bias-correction performs a univariate quantile mapping that
corrects the statistical moments of the GCM output for each
variable by pooling daily (±15 days) data over all observational
years. The spatial disaggregation (downscaling) step performs a
bilinear interpolation of the GCM-generated fields that conserves
the spatial structure of the observational data and the
relative changes simulated by the GCMs. Our conclusions are of
limited relevance to potentially more skillful bias-correction
and downscaling techniques, which may give a better repre-
sentation of atmospheric variability relative to the NEX-GDDP
approach55, 56.

Second, our conclusions may not apply to other econometric
models that use different predictor variables or on different
spatial or temporal scales. As described earlier, a yield model
based on seasonal temperature averages rather than the integrated
degree day variables does not suffer from the same biases
(Fig. S15). Studies that rely on highly temporally averaged
predictors57 are thus unlikely to underestimate future impacts.
However, econometric analyses for which the outcome variable is
sensitive to temperature extremes—including, for example, for
mortality rates58 or electricity consumption59—may under-
estimate the most extreme impacts owing to underlying biases in
the climate data. In general, we would argue that performing a
hindcast test targeted specifically at the outcome variable, as done
here for maize yields, is a worthwhile endeavor. It may uncover
biases that are not immediately apparent otherwise.

The third caveat of this work is the relative simplicity of the
yield model. Several recent studies have highlighted the impor-
tance of soil moisture in simulating maize yields, which may or
may not be strongly correlated with season-total precipitation
depending on factors such as runoff, drainage, and irrigation60, 61.
We also neglect complex and potentially important intra-seasonal
varying effects62, 63, as well as several other factors that are
typically included in process-based models, such as solar radia-
tion, wind speed, humidity, and farm management practices.
Although a growing number of comparative studies find similar
impacts from statistical and process-based models28, 64, 65, it is
difficult to extrapolate our results to say anything meaningful
about driving process-based models with downscaled and bias-
corrected climate data. Finally, we assume no future adaptation in
yield projections (meaning that coefficients are held fixed) and we
do not account for other factors that may affect yields such as
increased atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations66 or chan-
ging levels of air pollution67. Recall that Fig. 5 shows the “weather
only” contribution to yields above (or below) the technological
time trend, meaning that even in years with large drops, the
absolute yield could still be higher than today’s levels. Thus
Fig. 5 should not be taken as a prediction but rather as a
demonstration of the differences that arise from bias-correction
and downscaling when subsequently applied to a historically
realistic yield model.

Conclusions
Climate models are increasingly used to support regional impact
analysis. Understanding, quantifying, and ultimately reducing the
uncertainties and biases in climate impact projections is therefore
crucial to improving decision-making. Bias-corrected and
downscaled GCM output represents the state-of-the-art of cli-
mate modeling and many such datasets are used widely in the
scientific literature as well as by decision-makers in the public and
private sectors. It is important to understand how uncertainty
associated with methods of bias-correction and downscaling
might propagate from the underlying climate information
through models of human systems and influence key metrics of
interest to stakeholders.
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We analyze the effects of bias-correction and downscaling on
modeled maize yields throughout the continental United States.
Using a transparent, fast, and skillful econometric yield model
and minimizing the influence of other factors, we find that the
NEX-GDDP ensemble underestimates the largest historical yield
drops driven by adverse weather. We can attribute this effect to
the process of bias-correction and downscaling of the original
GCM outputs. Through a series of additional checks, we also
provide qualitative evidence that this bias stems from the
underlying representation of temperature extremes in the form of
EDDs. This uncertainty also has important implications regard-
ing the use of projections—yield variability and associated risk
metrics are considerably reduced in downscaled and bias-
corrected projections relative to the parent models. This pre-
sents end-users with non-trivial decisions regarding which
models to use; choosing a climate projection dataset involves
navigating potentially harsh trade-offs among resolution, the
historical performance of bulk metrics and extremes, and possible
overconfidence.

Given the caveats discussed in the preceding section, this work
raises important questions about the use of bias-corrected and
downscaled climate information, particularly when degree-day
variables are used to simulate agricultural outcomes. Although we
focus only on U.S. maize, other major crops such as soy, cotton,
and wheat are often modeled using very similar econometric
approaches68, 69. NEX-GDDP is also one of the few downscaled
and bias-corrected products with a global spatial extent, and we
find that the biases uncovered here extend to other important
agricultural regions, including Europe, China, Brazil, and sub-
Saharan Africa (Figs. S19–S21). Without careful consideration of
the representation of temperature extremes and its propagation
through subsequent models, the use of bias-corrected and
downscaled climate projections may lead to underestimates of the
severity of impacts and consequently, poor decisions. This work
also highlights the importance of taking a holistic approach and
using metrics specific to the sector of interest when evaluating the
efficacy of bias-corrected and downscaled climate products.

Methods
Climate data. The NEX-GDDP dataset consists of statistically bias-corrected and
downscaled climate scenarios derived from 21 different CMIP5 models. One
simulation member from each CMIP5 model was used to derive historical hind-
casts (1950–2005) and future projections (2006–2100) of daily maximum and
minimum temperature and mean daily precipitation, with projections run under
RCPs 4.5 and 8.5. From the varying spatial resolutions of the parent CMIP5 models
(see Table S2), all downscaled outputs have a constant lateral resolution of 0.25°.
The bias-correction and downscaling were performed via the Bias-Correction
Spatial Disaggregation algorithm32 (applied at the daily timescale) using observa-
tions from the Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset (GMFD)70. Further details
can be found in the Supplementary Methods. Academic studies that employ the
NEX-GDDP dataset include refs. 5, 71–74.

Yield model specification and evaluation. The concept of degree days is a widely
used measure for the cumulative heat a crop is exposed to over the length of the
growing season, which in this work is held constant as March through August.
Degree days are derived for each grid cell by sinusoidally interpolating the diurnal
temperature cycle using maximum and minimum daily temperatures31. GDDs are
then calculated as the area under this temperature (T) curve subject to the bounds
10 °C < T ≤ 29 °C, summed over the growing season. EDDs are defined similarly,
but with T > 29 °C. These bounds are specific to maize27. An area average is used to
convert from the climate model or observational grid to the county level.

Modeling the yield sensitivity to moisture poses greater challenges. Crops derive
most of their water from soils, not directly from precipitation; water availability is
hence mediated through complex biophysical and hydrological processes.
However, there is a limited historical record of spatially comprehensive soil
moisture measurements, leading to the use of precipitation as a predictor variable
and (often poor) proxy for water availability. Precipitation fields are also inherently
noisier than temperature fields in climate reanalysis products, further complicating
the extraction of the response function. Here, to keep the yield model simple and
fast, we follow previous works and include a quadratic in season-total
precipitation75, 76.

Our resulting baseline yield model is then

log Yi;t ¼ f sðtÞ þ ci þ β1 GDDi;t þ β2 EDDi;t þ β3Pi;t þ β4P
2
i;t þ ϵi;t : ð1Þ

Here, i denotes the spatial index (each U.S. county east of the 100th meridian
west), t denotes the temporal index (each year), Y is the yield in bushels per acre,
GDD denotes growing degree days, EDD denotes extreme degree days, and P
denotes total in-season precipitation. A quadratic, state-specific time trend, fs(t),
is included to account for technological progress and a county-level constant
term, ci, is included to account for time-invariant group fixed effects such as soil
quality. The residual error is given by ϵ and assumed to be Gaussian,
independent, and identically distributed. Standard errors on the regression
coefficients are clustered at the state level. Other modeling choices are possible
here, including Bayesian methods that would allow a more sophisticated
approach to uncertainty in the regression coefficients. Additionally, the fit
residuals are correlated in space (Fig. S22). More sophisticated treatments of the
residual structure are possible, but we choose a simple model-fitting approach
for parsimony.

Given these caveats, we fit this model using 1956–2005 as the training period.
This corresponds to the longest timeframe for which the USDA, GMFD, and
climate model data are all available. Additionally, the fitting is performed only for
counties that exhibit at least 50% data coverage in the USDA record over the
training period. Model skill is assessed with the coefficient of determination, R2.
For the training period, with 96,142 observations throughout 2119 counties, the
overall R2 is 0.81 and the Within R2 is 0.25. The Within R2 gives the fraction of
variance explained within counties, i.e., not including the fixed effects (the time
trend and constant term). It hence gives a goodness-of-fit measure that
incorporates only the climate and weather variables.

As discussed in the main text, we analyze the ‘weather only’ part of yields,
given by

log Y 0
i;t ¼ β1 GDDi;t þ β2 EDDi;t þ β3Pi;t þ β4P

2
i;t :

This ensures that the historical distributions are stationary and allows us to
isolate the effects of weather and climate. It also means that we do not need to
estimate the future time trend.

We additionally specify and evaluate a total of eight models, which are detailed
in the Supplementary Methods. For fit comparison purposes, we compute the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for
each of them. Our baseline model described above has the lowest AIC and BIC
scores of all models (Table S1).

Evaluation metrics. In evaluating the climate model hindcasts, it is important to
note that the time series of simulated yields are generally out of phase with
observed yields on a year-by-year basis. As such, we evaluate in a manner that is
insensitive to the temporal dimension and instead focuses on the long-term dis-
tributions. For each model in each ensemble, we construct the empirical dis-
tribution function of log-yield and compare the chosen summary statistics to the
equivalent statistics from the observational data. All quantiles are calculated
empirically. The sample size for most counties is 50 (1956–2005) although some
counties are missing yield records for some years. Throughout this work, we
neglect the uncertainty associated with calculating quantiles from a finite sample,
since it is considerably smaller than the model-to-model or inter-ensemble varia-
tions that we focus on.

Data availability
The raw data that support the findings of this study is available as follows: NEX-GDDP
climate data is available from NCSS (https://www.nccs.nasa.gov/); CMIP5 simulations
are available from PCMDI (https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/); historical yields records are available
from the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service (https://www.nass.usda.gov/).
The processed data to reproduce all figures in this study is available at https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.5143434.

Code availability
The code to reproduce all figures in this study is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.5143434.
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